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Abstract
A Finad crypto‐currency design derived from Satoshi Nakamoto, a founder of Bitcoin. Proof‐of‐stake replaces proof‐of‐
work to provide most of the network security. Under this hybrid design proof‐of‐work mainly provides initial minting and
is largely non‐essential in the long run. Security level of the network is not dependent on energy consumption in the long
term thus providing an energy‐ efficient and more cost‐competitive peer‐to‐peer crypto‐currency. Proof‐of‐stake is based
on coin age and generated by each node via a hashing scheme bearing similarity to Bitcoin’s and based on the ideas of
decentralized P2P network from Bitcoin, but over limited search space. Block chain history and transaction settlement are
further protected by a centrally broadcasted checkpoint mechanism.

Introduction
Currently in the crypto currency community it is common understanding that Proof‐of‐Stake has yet to prove its security,
economic value, and overall energy efficiency over time. FinadCoin was originally created as an experiment to prove that
the concept of Proof‐Of‐Stake is valid; insisting it has real world applications in the future of crypto currencies. As we
expect the FinadCoin ecosystem to grow in the future, we want to ensure that the Proof‐of‐ Stake system is as secure as it
can be. This is why we will be introducing PoS Protocol v2.0, also known as PoS 2.0. In the future we will continue to
expand and reinforce the new system to ensure that attack vectors get closed before they can be abused maliciously.
Finad blockchain consensus algorithm that provides efficient, sustainable security and user governance, allowing for a
trustless cryptocurrency network with adaptive inflation and a core focus on securely storing all types of value.

What is a Blockchain?

Ever since the initial launch of Bitcoin in 2009, blockchain technology has proliferated throughout the world in many
different forms. This new and exciting technology has the potential to impact society in innumerable ways. In this section
we will explain what a blockchain really is, how it functions and its core purpose.

Centralized Private Ledgers
At its core, the Finad blockchain is a distributed public ledger. A ledger is traditionally a document such as a spreadsheet in
which accounts are kept of economic transactions, including credits, debits, and balances. They are generally used to keep
track of an individual's or organization's financial standing or other recordable data such as assets, liabilities, income,
expenses and capital.
Before the invention of the blockchain, it was necessary for individuals to manage their financial accounts by placing their
trust in a centrally managed third party organization which maintained its own private ledger. Example services include
banks, credit card issuers, money transfer services and other financial institutions.
A high degree of trust is placed by customers in these centralized services and the people running them, all of whom are
human and fallible. The ledgers of customer data are kept private and not routinely shared with the public for
independent verification. In this outdated model, the customer is forced into a situation where they need to fully trust
that the organizations handling their financial accounts are being truthful and accurate.
This lack of transparency is a central point of failure because it forces the customer to trust that the organization is acting
in their interest and not against them. The need to trust without the ability to verify can invite errors, unaccountability and
even outright fraud and corruption within an organization, which can impact customers in a damaging way.

Distributed Public Ledgers
Blockchain technology however completely removes the need for the user to trust a centralized organization in this way.
Instead, the blockchain introduces the concept of a shared or distributed public ledger where a copy of the ledger is held
by a large group of people all around the world who work together to validate transactions that are initiated by users of
the blockchain network. The individuals who carry out this important work are known as validators.
Each validator hosts a full copy of the public ledger and operates a node, a program that validates incoming transactions
and relays them to other nodes held by other validators. Together, these validators form a global network of nodes that
secure the blockchain by protecting against fraud. Transactions initiated by users of the blockchain are broadcast across
this network of nodes and they are either validated and accepted, or detected as invalid and rejected (as in the case
where a malicious user attempts the same transaction twice in what is called a double spend attack).
Thus, rather than trust being concentrated in a central entity to manage its own private ledger without transparency or
oversight, the blockchain distributes trust publicly and globally to a wide number of validators who work to prevent errors,
alterations and acts of fraud. This open and transparent sharing of the public ledger allows each security validator the

ability to independently verify the ledger's integrity. In this way the public ledger acts as a digitally shared truth about the
state of the network.

The Blockchain
The blockchain itself can be accurately described as a continuously growing list of individual transaction records called
blocks. As transactions are initiated by users of the network they are broadcast out to the network of validation nodes.
One by one these transactions are validated, grouped together and recorded into a block which is then attached to the
end of the blockchain as the next link in the chain. Therefore every block is linked, forming one long cryptographically
secured chain of blocks. When combined together these individual blocks of data form the entirety of the public ledger,
which consists of all the transactions that have ever taken place on the network.
In Bitcoin and FinadCoin, a new block is added to the chain about every ten minutes, which contains all the transactions
made by users in that period. Account balances on the public ledger are consistently and automatically updated with each
new added block to reflect changes from these transactions.

Distributed Consensus Protocol
Unlike a centrally managed entity that depends on user trust of authority figures who are capable of errors or intentional
acts of fraud, the blockchain is designed with no such central point of failure. Instead user trust is placed in a blockchain's
distributed consensus protocol, which is an automated process responsible for achieving majority agreement among the
network's many validators on whether the public ledger can be considered valid or not. If the majority of validators
working to secure the network can verify and agree that the public ledger is accurate and has not been tampered with,
then it can be trusted as legitimate and held as absolute truth by all participants of the network.
A distributed consensus protocol is a coded set of rules that a blockchain runs on. This protocol and its underlying rules
are entirely responsible for how a blockchain functions as well as its process for validating transactions and blocks. The
protocol is also what gives the blockchain its many beneficial qualities, which are summarized below.
Automated: Since a blockchain protocol runs on code, security providers do not have to manually validate transactions
and blocks, which means the consensus and verification process of the public ledger is completely automated. From the
standpoint of the end user, a submitted transaction is automatically processed by the network. From the standpoint of the
validator, transactions submitted by users of the network are automatically verified and accepted or rejected by the node
software they are running.
Trustless: For the first time in history, the blockchain can provide a network that is transparent, verifiable and one that
can be trusted by all parties as it is impartial by its very nature. This unbiased or neutral quality of the blockchain is made
possible by the public nature of the ledger and the ability of a large and globally decentralized group of security validators
to verify its accuracy. This prevents the falsification of transactions and leads to a state of trustlessness in which all

participants of the network can be assured that their data is guaranteed to be accurate. This state of trustlessness is the
core value proposition of the blockchain. In this state the users of the network no longer need to trust anyone because
security is automatically handled for them by the blockchain's consensus protocol. Users only have need to trust that this
protocol continues functioning as it was designed to.
Censorship Resistant: Censorship resistance is another quality of the blockchain. Banks and payment processors are
centralized entities that have the power to interfere with transactions of their users and freeze funds, especially if forced
to do so by governments. The blockchain introduces a level playing field where no one has power over anyone else and
censorship or freezing of transactions is not possible.
Immutable: The blockchain is immutable, meaning that recorded data is permanent and cannot be tampered with. Data is
therefore locked into the blockchain forever, making it impossible for attackers, governments and other external threats
to alter or falsify that transaction data.

Incentivizing Validator Security
A consensus protocol achieves all this by incentivizing validators with monetary rewards in order to motivate them to
perform validation and transaction processing work for the blockchain and its users. There are different types of validators
however and not all of them receive this compensation for their work.
A full node is a validation node that has a full copy of the blockchain downloaded. There are three types of full nodes. The
first type is run by individual volunteers or hobbyists who just want to help support the network, and so perform
verification of transactions and blocks for free.
The second type are full nodes that are run by large entities such as merchants, exchanges and payment processors. These
nodes are voluntarily operated, but the ability to monitor new transactions can give these entities benefits that can be
passed on to their customers.
The third type of validator is only responsible for the task of building and adding new blocks of transactions onto the
chain. These block producing nodes are different however and receive automated payments for their service from the
network itself. In this way the blockchain literally pays for its own security maintenance and upkeep. Whether this
validator is required to hold a full copy of the ledger differs with each blockchain. Block producers in Bitcoin are not
required to hold a full copy of the ledger, whereas it is a requirement in Finadcoin.
Validator roles can be thought of in this way. Simple validators who voluntarily run full nodes work to perform validation
of transactions and blocks. Block producers however make it possible for the network to settle on a common truth every
10 minutes.
If there was no consensus protocol to help decide who can produce the next block, anyone would be able to produce and
submit a new block to the rest of the network. Validators would try verifying the transactions and blocks that were

submitted to them, however each validator would end up checking a different block which would make it impossible to
determine which block gets added to the chain. The consensus protocol ensures it is possible for these validation nodes to
settle on a common state. Once this state is decided, it is broadcast to the rest of the network so that all validators work
to verify the same block of transactions. It is a way of putting all validators in the network on the same page.
The way in which a blockchain’s consensus protocol is designed to incentivize validators to produce blocks is precisely
what causes them to either retain or lose their level of decentralization over time. This is exactly what we need to learn in
order to develop an understanding of which blockchain protocols are designed for long‐term security and which are not.

Coin Age
The concept of coin age was known to Nakamoto at least as early as 2010 and used in Bitcoin to help prioritize
transactions, for example, although it didn’t play much of an critical role in Bitcoin’s security model. Coin age is simply
defined as currency amount times holding period. In a simple to understand example, if Bob received 10 coins from Alice
and held it for 90 days, we say that Bob has accumulated 900 coin‐days of coin age.
Additionally, when Bob spent the 10 coins he received from Alice, we say the coin age Bob accumulated with these 10
coins had been consumed (or destroyed).
In order to facilitate the computation of coin age, we introduced a timestamp field into each transaction. Block timestamp
and transaction timestamp related protocols are strengthened to secure the computation of coin age.

Proof Of Stake
Consensus in a decentralized digital currency like Bitcoin is achieved by requiring generated blocks to contain a proof that
the node which generated the block solved a computational hard task. Unfortunately the concept of the Proof‐of‐Work
(PoW) based system tends to lean towards eventual self‐ destruction.
Proof‐of‐stake (PoS) aims to replace the way of achieving consensus in a distributed system; instead of solving the Proof‐
of‐Work, the node which generates a block has to provide a proof that it has access to a certain amount of coins before
being accepted by the network. Generating a block involves sending coins to oneself, which proves the ownership. The
required amount of coins (also called target) is specified by the network through a difficulty adjustment process similar to
PoW that ensures an approximate, constant block time.
As in PoW, the block generation process will be rewarded through transaction fees and a supply model specified by the
underlying protocol; which can also be seen as interest rate by common definition. The initial distribution of the currency
is usually obtained through a period of PoW mining.
Proof‐of‐stake in FinadCoin however is not capable of being gamed in the same way. Since proof‐of‐stake does not rely on
hashing power in order to achieve consensus, no specialized equipment can be designed in order to increase the chances

of minting a block. Faster processing speeds therefore have absolutely no effect on the probability of producing new
blocks in FinadCoin.
Related work
FinadCoin uses a hybrid PoS / PoW system, it is the first crypto currency that uses a pure PoS based protocol
which is based on the development of the above described projects.

Security Issues In POS And Changes In The Protocol
Besides the clear advantage of PoS over PoW as a method used to establish consensus on the network, there exist
problems that have yet to be solved that can greatly improve network security.
In the following we will describe the changes in the FinadCoin protocol that address the problems described in the
previous section.

Taking the Coin Age out of the equation.
The most secure way to perform a Proof of Stake system is by having as many nodes online as possible. The more nodes
that are staking, the less possibility for security issues like 51% attacks, and the faster the actual network will perform
transactions through these nodes.
In the FinadCoin Proof‐of‐Stake is used to provide mining and transaction processing on a par with Proof‐of‐Work
The Proof‐of‐Stake difficulty is adjusted so as to limit the rate at which new blocks can be generated by the network to 10
minutes target spacing rate. Due to the very low probability of successful proof generation, this makes it unpredictable
which computer in the network will be able to generate the next solution
Thus, taking out the coin age will require all nodes to be online more to get their stake reward. Saving up coin age is no
longer a possibility with the new system that calculates the chance of staking as follows:
SHA256(SHA256(KERNEL)) <coins * target
It will not change the actual stake reward.

How it's supposed to work?
Miner has to find a SHA256 hash that is under the target value. Target is derived from network target
using CoinDayWeight parameter.
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coinstake kernel represented by structure of 6 fields, a some of this fields could be varied pretty freely.

Changing the Stake Modifier
In order to mitigate the possibility of the pre‐computation attack, the stake modifier will be changed at every modifier
interval ‐ to better obfuscate any calculations that would be made to pinpoint the time for the next proof‐of‐stake.

Block Timestamp Rules
Appropriate changes have been made to the block times‐ tamps to work more efficiently with PoS. The expected block
time was increased from original 60 seconds to match the granularity. Note that it is assumed that nodes have an external
source of time, and if the internal time of a node deviates too much from the general consensus then there is a high prob‐
ability that blocks generated by this node will get orphaned. The proposed changes below outline the modifications to the
block timestamp rules.

Hash Function
The original FinCoinV1 protocol called for the use of ”Scrypt” as its Proof‐Of‐Work; also being used as the block hash.
However there are some issues with that previous implementation. Using Scrypt offers no real advantage to Proof‐Of‐
Stake; and is far slower than some alternatives. Since FinCoin is no longer in PoW phase, the only major change would
have to occur in the algorithm for determining the block hash. Therefore the block hash has been changed back to
SHA256d. To reflect this the block version has been increased to FinadCoin.

Mining
FinadCoin mining shows a great potential for all miners, who are either mining solo or in a FinadCoin Mining pool. After all,
this cryptocoin uses scrypt algorithm for mining and features a combination of the proof‐of‐work and proof‐of‐stake
systems.
With the addition of the proof‐of‐stake system, the inevitable threats from a monopoly on mining share evident in pure
proof‐of‐work systems can be prevented. Likewise, there will be a dynamic inflation in the part of FinadCoin and
transaction fees are removed, which is another factor to limit the inflation.

What’s interesting about FinadCoin is that it has no limit to the number of coins produced over time, although it has set a
cap of 21,000,000. Reaching this number in the future is highly unlikely, which only goes to show that there will be millions
of FinadCoin in the long run.
The key features of the FinadCoin mining are as follows: 10‐minute stake spacing, 10‐minute proof‐of‐work spacing, and
a balanced proof‐of‐work blocks and stakes weighting. Moreover, miners should be aware of the fact that it shares the
same block time with Bitcoin but rewards much lower with only 75 coins per block.
 Scrypt Algorithm
 Initial reward of 75
 Slower reward drop
 POW difficulty adjusted for scrypt
 POS difficulty adjusted for 100 times less coins.

Some Advantages & Disadvantages
Advantages
The work of the system is based on a peer‐to‐peer architecture, which gives it the ability to maintain independence from
anyone's influence.
Application of hybrid Proof‐of‐Work/Proof‐of‐Stake concept, which greatly extends the transaction confirmation
mechanism. Thanks to it, the protection of the cryptocurrency is resistant to most attacks. Each block of the network has
its own complexity and will change with the advent of a new one. The process of creating almost no load on the computer,
which is why, even with a low‐power technique, you can start PoS mining.
Guarantee of complete anonymity and confidentiality of payments. This allows you not to specify personal data during
various operations. However, other network users can always see the direction and size of the translation. The *
Commission fee is conditionally free, everyone has the right to appoint the amount of the commission.
High security. The user can not worry, because his money is protected in the most reliable way.

Disadvantages
One of the main disadvantages lies in the way of earnings, that is, in mining. After all, to complete the work requires a
fairly powerful hardware, which can decode 64 digit key. So, there is a need for additional costs not only for a new

computer, but also for electricity. However, there is no guarantee that these investments will bring profit in the future or
at least pay off.
The digital currency, unlike real money, is not provided with GDP growth or gold reserves. It is difficult to predict the
future course of FinadCoin, because there are no fundamental economic factors that can affect It.
Despite the high level of protection there is always a possibility to lose your money as a result of DDoS attacks. In addition,
if the account holder forgets the password or the wallet is hacked, access to the digital currency will also be lost forever.
There is no possibility to cancel the payment, so in case of incorrect dialing of the account number, the funds can not be
returned.
There is a risk of not making a profit at all.

SUMMARY
The proposed changes are intended to improve security in FinadCoin’s PoS protocol and were made with optimization in
mind. With the new protocol possible attack vectors are reduced to a minimum and the incentive to support the network
by having a full node running continuously is clearly increased. This will allow FinadCoin and PoS to continue to scale for
mass adoption while plugging and mitigating potential risks.
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Part
NETWORK BASICS

Network
Block
The transactions history is permanently recorded in the network through items called blocks. A block is a record of some
or all of the most recent transactions that have not yet been recorded in any prior blocks. Each block memorializes what
took place immediately before it was created.
Block structure
Field

Type

sizeof

Description

Magic number

unsigned int

4

Block size

unsigned int

4

Number of bytes following up to end of block

Block header

struct

80

Consists of 6 items

Transactions count

Variable integer

1‐9

‐

Transactions set

transaction[]

Transactions size

List of transactions

Header signature

unsigned char[]

<= 72

Signature for Proof‐of‐Stake is placed here.

Transaction
A transaction is a signed section of data that is broadcast to the network and collected into blocks. It typically references
previous transaction(s) and dedicates a certain number of FinadCoins from it to one or more new public key(s).
Currently there are a few transaction types possible.
User operation
This transactions are typically used to redeem FinadCoins from unspent inputs. It generally references unspent input(s)
and creates a new output(s) with specified value(s) an destination(s).

Coinbase
Coinbase have a single input, and this input has a 'coinbase' parameter instead of a scriptSig. The data in 'coinbase' can be
anything; it isn't used. FinadCoin puts the current compact‐format target and the arbitrary‐precision 'extraNonce' number

there, which increments every time the Nonce field in the block header overflows. The extranonce contributes to enlarge
the domain for the proof of work function.
This transactions are used to reward the Proof‐of‐Work miners. Proof‐of‐stake blocks have the coinbase transaction too,
but with empty output.
Coinstake
This transactions are used to provide a suitable proof for Proof‐of‐Stake block header. This type is similar to user
transactions, but with some differences.
First output must be empty;
First input of this transaction is required to satisfy a current Proof‐of‐Stake difficulty.
It's allowed to generate new coins through paying a negative fee.
A destination of the second output must be Pay‐to‐Pubkey (described later).
General format of a transaction
Field

Type

sizeof

Description

Version

unsigned int

4

Currently 1

Timestamp

unsigned int

4

Transaction timestamp

Inputs count

variable int

1‐9

‐

Inputs array

TxIn[]

inputs set size

Inputs array or coinbase property

Outputs count

variable int

1‐9

‐

Outputs array

TxOut[]

outputs set size

Array of output structures

Lock time

unsigned int

4

block height or timestamp when transaction is final

Input format
An input is a reference to an output in a different transaction. Multiple inputs are often listed in a transaction. The values
of the referenced outputs are added up, and the total is usable in the outputs of this transaction.

Field

txid

Type
unsigned
char[]

sizeof

Description

32

ID of previous transaction

n

unsigned int

4

Number indexing an output of the to‐be‐consumed transaction

scriptSigLength

variable int

1‐9

scriptSig length

‐

first half of script, signatures for the scriptPubKey

scriptSig

nSequence

unsigned
char[]

unsigned int

4

Transaction variant number, irrelevant if nLockTime isn't specified. 0xffffffff
by default

Output format
An output contains instructions for sending Finadcoin (FTC).
Field

Type

sizeof

Description

nValue

unsigned long int

8

scriptPubKeyLength

variable int

1‐9

scriptPubKey length

scriptPubKey

unsigned char[]

‐

second half of script, spending instructions

Destinations
There are three destination types allowed for user and coinbase transactions:
Public key (Pay‐to‐Pubkey);
Public key hash (Pay‐to‐PubkeyHash);
Script hash (Pay‐to‐ScriptHash);
Empty destination;
Non‐standard script.
Pay‐to‐Pubkey

scriptPubKey: [pubKey] OP_CHECKSIG
scriptSig: [sig]
Pay‐to‐PubkeyHash
scriptPubKey: OP_DUP OP_HASH160 [pubKeyHash] OP_EQUALVERIFY OP_CHECKSIG
scriptSig: [sig] [pubKey]
Pay‐to‐ScriptHash
Send to script hash:
scriptPubKey: OP_HASH160 [20‐byte‐hash of {[pubkey] OP_CHECKSIG} ] OP_EQUAL
scriptSig: <depending on inputs type>
Redeem example:
scriptPubKey: OP_HASH160 [20‐byte‐hash of {[pubkey] OP_CHECKSIG} ] OP_EQUAL
scriptSig: [signature] {[pubkey] OP_CHECKSIG}
Empty destinations
scriptPubKey: (empty)
scriptSig: (empty)
Non‐standard scripts
Anyone‐can‐spend:
scriptPubKey: (empty)
scriptSig: OP_TRUE

Proof‐of‐Stake
Field

Type

sizeof

Requirements

nStakeModifier

unsigned long int

8

Shouldn't be modified manually.

nTimeBlockFrom

unsigned int

4

Timestamp for block which provided previous transaction.

nTxPrevOffset

unsigned int

4

Offset of previous transaction inside the block.

nTxPrevTime

unsigned int

4

Timestamp of previous transaction.

nPrevoutNum

unsigned int

4

Output number of previous transaction.

nTimeTx

unsigned int

4

Current timestamp.

Proof‐of‐Work
A Proof‐of‐Work is a solution for difficult (costly) mathematical task. This solution must be trivial to check whether data
satisfies claimed requirements.
FinadCoin uses the hashcash method to provide proofs of the work. The difficulty of this work is adjusted so as to limit the
rate at which new blocks can be generated by the network to required target spacing rate (from 10 to 30 minutes). Due to
the very low probability of successful proof generation, this makes it unpredictable which worker computer in the network
will be able to generate the next solution.
How long will it take me to generate a Proof‐of‐Work?
No‐one can say exactly. But there is an estimation of how long it might take.
Imagine that you have a hardware with 1 MH/s hashing speed. Let's estimate how much time the generation of Proof‐of‐
Work will take from you in average, with a current FinadCoin Proof‐of‐Work difficulty.
Difficulty 1.0 is represented by
0x00000000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
value of target.
Probability of successful block generation during one day could be calculated from available hashrate using formula:

P = nHashesPerSecond * 86400 / (ntotalCoin * difficulty)
How does it work?
Each block header represented by structure of 6 fields, a some of this fields could be varied pretty freely.
Field

Type

sizeof

Requirements

nVersion

unsigned int

4

Shouldn't be modified manually

32

Shouldn't be modified manually

hashPrevBlock

hashMerkleRoot

unsigned
char[]
unsigned
char[]

32

nTime

unsigned int

4

nBits

unsigned int

4

nNonce

unsigned int

4

It's a merkle tree hash. Could be modified through modification, addition or
removal of transactions.
Can be updated manually to any value from [max tx timestamp, time() +
3600] interval.
Shouldn't be updated manually
Attempts counter for Proof‐of‐Work. You need to update this field for every
new hashing attempt.

